Essential iPad Apps for all pupils
Pages £6.99 or free with new iPad purchases
Pages is a beautiful word processor that gives you everything you need to create
documents. It includes templates and blank documents.

Keynote £6.99 or free with new iPad purchases
Create multimedia presentations.

Numbers £6.99 (Free with new ipads)
Spreadsheets, graphing and chart making tool.

PDF Reader - £Free
Read PDF files and more

Quick Scan - QR Code Reader - £Free
Quick Scan helps you scan and decode all the QR codes around you.

Utilities and Productivity tools

iBrainstorm -£Free
Capturing and sharing your inner most creative genius has never been easier. Introducing
the first multi-device collaboration tool from Universal Mind.

Aurasma - £Free
Bring tagged images, objects and even physical locations to life with interactive digital
content, such as video, animations and 3D scenes, we call Auras.

Showbie - £Free
Showbie makes it easy for teachers to set tasks, collect & review pupils’ work on the iPad.

Popplet £2.99
People use Popplet to:Explore Ideas: Brainstorming, Mind mapping, diagrams, notes, mood boards, portfolios etc

ShowMe - £Free
Turn your iPad into your personal interactive whiteboard!

Penultimate - £Free
The most natural digital handwriting experience on iPad, Penultimate gives you the
convenience and feel of writing on paper

ExplainEverything - £1.99
Explain Everything is an easy-to-use design, screencasting, and interactive whiteboard tool
that lets you annotate, animate, narrate, import, and export almost anything to and from
almost anywhere

Notability - £1.99 (optional – you could use Penultimate instead)
Write, illustrate and annotate using gorgeous retina ink. Notability's zoom window helps you
quickly and clearly draw every detail, while the palm rest protects your notes from unwanted
marks. Choose the right pen and paper for any project

Doceri - £Free
CREATE hand-written or hand-drawn Doceri projects on your iPad, using sophisticated
drawing tools and the innovative Doceri Timeline. Doceri uses timeline-based editing so
original lessons are always saved, even after a screencast recording is created.

Dictionary.com Dictionary & Thesaurus £Free
Top-rated app with trusted reference content from Dictionary.com & Thesaurus.com.
WORKS OFFLINE - no Internet connection needed when searching words.
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iTranslate - £Free
Translate words, phrases and even whole texts into over 50 languages.

Morfo 3D Photo Booth - £0.69
Make an amazing talking 3D face from a photo of anyone including a famous, then record
and send videos. Imagine the ability to bring any historical or fictional character to life. All
you need is an image and the app Morfo.

Puppet Pals – Free but essential in app purchase Director’s Pass £1.99
Create your own plays or stories. Brilliant for developing pupils speech, story telling and for
developing ideas for their own writing.

Puppet Pals 2 - £Free
Just like the Puppet Pals app but now you can animate your characters. Characters can
now ride a horse or swim etc.

GarageBand – Basic is free with new ipads but £2.99 for the add ons
Touch Instruments and Smart Instruments make it easy and fun to create music on your
iPad.

Book Creator - £2.99
The simple way to create your own beautiful iBooks, right on the iPad.
Read them in iBooks, send them to your friends, or submit them to the iBooks Store.

Puffin Academy -£Free
Puffin Academy enables Adobe Flash based educational websites on the iOS platform e.g.
EducationCity and MyMaths.

Nearpod - £Free
The Nearpod platform enables teachers to use their iPads to manage content on students'
iPads, iPhones or iPods. It combines presentation, collaboration, and real-time assessment
tools into one integrated solution.

Interactive Telling Time - £1.99
Interactive Telling Time is great for kids from ages 3 to 12 and comes in 5 difficulty levels so
that it helps kids master telling time progressively.

Bee Typing - £Free
An intuitive and innovative way to help pupil learn and practice their spelling skills.

TapTyping - typing trainer - £Free

Basic Skills

Master typing on your iPad.

Number Bonds by Thinkout - £0.69
Learn number bonds using research proven methods.

Timestables 10 min a day Dorling Kindersley PopMath Maths Plus - £0.69
a fun way for kids to practice basic maths.

Squeebles Spelling with lists £1.99
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Barefoot Atlas £2.99

Knowledge and Understanding of the World

Barefoot World Atlas is a magical, interactive 3D globe that invites children to explore the
regions and countries of the world

Free HD Compass - £Free
A rustic style compass now in your iPad.

Star Walk - £1.99
Launch the app and point your iPhone at the night sky, you'll see the stars, planets,
satellites, and constellations in their proper place from your location. As you move your
device, the star map updates in real time. The Moon is the easiest first target.

Google Maps– £Free
Comprehensive, accurate maps in 200 countries
• Voice-guided GPS navigation for driving, cycling and walking
• Public transport directions and maps for over 800 cities

Google Earth - £Free
Fly around the planet with a swipe of your finger with Google Earth for iPhone, iPad, and
iPod touch. Explore distant lands or search for cities, places, and businesses.

Star Walk - £1.99
Launch the app and point your iPhone at the night sky, you'll see the stars, planets,
satellites, and constellations in their proper place from your location. As you move your
device, the star map updates in real time. The Moon is the easiest first target.

Brainpop – £Free
Watch a different animated movie each day. The topics span Science, Humanities, English,
Maths, Arts, PSHE & Citizenship, and Design & Technology.
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